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Sick Trick Tour Family Day at the Kitzbüheler Horn

Fun on the mountain for the professionals of tomorrow

Hurray for the stamp hunt! Numerous activities and highlights await the whole family again this year at the
Sick Trick Tour Family Day at the Kitzbüheler Horn. 

On March 26, 2022, the annual Sick Trick Tour Family Day will take place at the Kitzbüheler Horn. An
extensive program with stamp hunt, park coaching and piste caterpillar fun will ensure an atmospheric day for
the whole family. Starting at 9:30 am, you can register for all activities free of charge in the Trattalmmulde
and then stamp your way to the popular Sick Trick Tour medals and numerous goodies, while a supporting
program with chilling sound and moderation ensures a fun experience for all visitors. 

During the park coaching, the participants, who can also join without any previous knowledge, will learn basic
tricks and the right behavior in freestyle.  Everything needed to get  started in the perfectly  maintained
freestyle facility is learned on the sport in a playful way and at the end everyone gets a personalized park
license. During the snow groomer ride-along experience, the goal is to explore the cockpit of a snow groomer.
In the process, the expert drivers answer all questions about technical data and slope preperation. 

Daily program:

:: From 09:30 am | Registration in the Trattalmmulde - entry Alpenhauslift

:: 09:30 to 14:00 | background music, moderation & small drinks bar

::                                      | Stamp hunt in the skiing area Kitzbüheler Horn

::                                      | KitzSki snow groomer ride-along experience

:: 10:00 to 13:45 | park coaching in the Audi quattro funslope & KitzSki Family Park every 45 minutes

Participation in the Sick Trick Tour Family Day is free of charge. Registration is possible on site on the event
day.   

All information can be found at kitzbuehel.com or at sicktricktour.at

http://www.kitzbuehel.com
http://www.sicktricktour.at

